
THE PROJECT: Myself and two other student were assigned work placement at the Royal Highland Fusiliers Museum, under the supervision of Dr.

Joyce Steele, museum director. The museum has a huge collection of military objects, paintings and prints, the extent to which is unknown. In the next 
few years the plan is to move the museum to the new Kelvinhall, as such, our task was to work together to organise and catalogue the collection to 
determine what was of value, what needed to be archived, and the condition of the collection. During this process we each chose a different object to 
research in detail, with my choice being a pair of Scrimshaw powder horns.

Historical background
Research was conducted on a pair of Scrimshaw powder horns 

displayed in the museum. They were on display with several 
other objects relating to the RHF involvement in Canada and 
North America. Due to Canadian attribution the horns were 

presumed to be made from walrus tusk, or whale bone, which 
was more common. The larger horn had the date 1838 

inscribed upon it, which does coincide with the rebellions in 
lower Canada, therefore further research was required. The 

materiality also needed investigation as there has been an issue 
with the circulation of fake plastic scrimshaw since the 1970. 
Initially there did not seem to be acquisition records for these 

objects, with the only match mentioning an engraved cow horn 
from Australia, not Canada.

Upon closer inspection it was found that the larger horn had 
suffered significant damage due to its display. The horn was 

suspended on a metal rod, the pressure from which had caused 
a large crack to develop. This was brought this to the attention 
of our supervisor and a safer means of display was discussed.

The Lower Canada Rebellion
This series of rebellions occurred during 1837 and 1838 and 

was the result of insurgents mounting rebellions in each 
colony as a protest against the Crown. The revolts in Lower 
Canada were the most violent and were led by Louis-Joseph 
Papineau and his Patriots. Both the 71st and 74th regiments 
of the RHF were deployed there. In total 325 people were 

killed, all of them rebels except for 27 British Soldiers. 

Scrimshaw
Scrimshaw is defined as the detailed scratchings that 
sailors made on the teeth and bones of whales whilst 
on the ocean in the 1800’s. The decoration of powder 
horns can be dated to the same period however there 
is disagreement as to whether it can be categorised as 

scrimshaw, as it is not nautical in origin. Native 
American carving of horn is often described as 

engraving.
From visual comparisons these powder horns have a 
much greater resemblance to cow horn than walrus 
tusk or whale bone. If so, they technically may not 

qualify as scrimshaw. 

The 21st and 71st Regiments
As mentioned the horns have different regiments 

engraved on them, which  can provide some insight onto 
their history. The smaller horn seems to have belonged 
to a member of the 71st reg. which means it could be 

from the Canadian Rebellions. The larger horn however, 
belonged to a member of the 21st reg. called J.Bruce, 
whose regiment was not stationed in Canada, casting 
some doubt on this attribution. The 21st did serve in 

Australia in 1837-38 which would support the limited 
acquisition information.

Conclusions:

From the research conducted one can theorise that the 
powder horns may not actually be Canadian in origin, with 
the larger of the two most likely being Australian due to its 
assigned date and regiment. The smaller horn is more likely 
to have been from Canada, as the 71st were stationed there, 

however there is no date to confirm this, and the flag 
imagery on the horn is not Canadian. Whilst the UV tests 
were inconclusive, the evidence does suggest that these 

horns are genuine not plastic, although they are likely cow 
horn not walrus or whale. The display of these items needed 
to be altered, especially for the larger horn as  damage had 

occurred. When this display is moved to the Kelvinhall, it 
should strongly be considered that it should change. The 

horns can be kept together as an example of the craft, rather 
than artefacts of the Canadian rebellion, as it cannot be 

proven that this was their point of origin. Even their 
acquisition cannot be confirmed as the records are 

incomplete.

UV tests and results
The use of a UV light was one of the only 

non-invasive means of testing the material. 
The research was not fully consistent but 

generally it is stated that plastic will appear 
a matt blue under UV light, whereas ivory 

will appear white to yellow-white. 
Unfortunately these tests were largely 

inconclusive, which may have been due to 
strength of the light or the brightness of the 
room. Had there been the possibility to run 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) tests on them, that would have 

provided a much clearer indication of the 
material

Figs. 1-2. Carved powder horns, circa. 1838. Material unknown, 
presumed ivory/horn with ink. Royal Highland Fusiliers Museum, 
Glasgow.

Fig.5. Whales tooth, scrimshaw, 1850-1890. Ivory, black 
ink. New-York Historical society, Gift of Colonel Henry O. 
Havemeyer, 1981. Portland Museum of Art, Oregon

Fig.3. Map displaying the locations of rebellions in Lower Canada, 
1837-38. Sourced from the Canadian Encyclopaedia website, article 

written by P. Buckner.

Figs. 8-10. Carved powder horns under UV light, circa. 
1838, material unknown, presumed ivory/horn with ink. 
Royal Highland Fusiliers Museum, Glasgow.

Fig.11. Microscope detail of a powder horn.

Figs.6-7. Powder horns, details.

Examination under the microscope
The opportunity arose to examine the horns 

using a portable microscope, hopefully 
providing insight as to how they were made. 

It highlights the difference in technique 
between the two horns, with the larger 

revealing almost no indentations under the 
microscope, whereas the smaller (see above) 

was much more rough. It also revealed the 
build up of dust and dirt within these grooves. 

It may be possible to clean this horn and 
remove the dirt but this is not a priority
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